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as part of my new year resolution, i’m currently looking for some good japanese translation
volunteers. the proposed minimum age is 16, as you do not need to be fluent in japanese. if you can
translate, and you want to help, please contact me privately (id@id.software). fatxplorer has had a
lot of enhancements over the last few months. it already has some japanese translations, and they
are good! i think all the files that require the most changes are japanese. thats good news! i might

be able to get rid of the news menu. my main focus with fatxplorer is on performance, reliability and
overall stability. one of the best ways to ensure that your fatxplorer installation works well is by

backing it up. i recommend not changing anything at all (not even a file) without making a backup.
for example, it would not be a good idea to delete the receipts folder when backing up. the reason i
strongly recommend against changing things without making a backup is that it can lead to many
problems which are difficult to debug. fatxplorer’s current folder structure is quite linear. a backup
on disk, which fatxplorer does every time you use it, means that any folder on the root drive can,

and should, be backed up. fatxplorer v2.0 allows you to not only search for all files and folders, but
also for a set of keys. this gives you the option to search for more obscure or likely unknown content
on your hard drive. its also helpful when trying to find files that dont have exact names, as fatxplorer
will let you specify a search value. for example, if a file might be "johnson88" and you want to search

for it, you can add that to the search field, and it will still find it.

Fatxplorer V2.0 36

this test shows you how fatxplorer lists your search results. when you open a folder and drag the
search box to the top of the screen, it will search the entire partition. it will also search hidden

folders and files, which are not normally visible. you can also sort by date in ascending or
descending order. the larger the partition, the slower this becomes. with this test, we were able to
search for all files and folders in the partition in under 15 seconds. if you only want to search for a
specific set of values in your partition, you can create a key definition file. this is a simple text file

that describes the file or folder you want to search for and how you want to do it. if you only want to
search for file types or the name or path of a folder, this is the correct file format. for example, a file
named "music.txt" with no definition would search for any file with the ".txt" extension. a file called
"test.doc" would only search for files that have a ".doc" extension. a file called "music.txt" with this

definition would search for any file that is named "music.txt" and has the ". if you have no interest in
searching for file extensions or using a specific set of words, then you should use a key definition file.

it is a very simple format. to make your life easier, fatxplorer even has a built-in key definition file
creator. its located in the tools folder. unlike the ffre, which is a live drive image, fatxplorer is a
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source drive image, which means it simply contains the necessary files to make an image of a drive.
source drives are a bit like clone images, except that they contain everything the drive needs to
mount and work. fatxplorer automatically extracts most of the drive's data on your hard drive,

leaving you to only save what you want. 5ec8ef588b
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